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in sullen indignation. . . . What was the security of
the English settlers for their physical existence at the
revolution ? and what is the security of their descen-
dants at this day ? The powerful and commanding
protection of Great Britain. If by any fatality it
falls, you are at the mercy of the old inhabitants of
this island/'—On the other hand, Fintan Lalor, who
first advocated the policy by which Gaelic Ireland
advanced to success, repudiated the aim of repealing
the Union. " My object," said he, " is to repeal the
Conquest. The absolute ownership of the lands of
Ireland is vested of right in the people of Ireland."
A compromise was sought by less extreme politicians
between these clashing conceptions. The claim origin-
ally put forth in behalf of Irish tenants was that all
Ireland should enjoy the Ulster custom, under which
a tenant as well as" his landlord had a saleable right
in the land. This was in effect a system of dual
ownership, and was denounced as limiting the rights
of property. The claim for Free Sale of tenant right
was "coupled with" the demand for a tribunal to fix
Fair Rents, and for a guarantee that a man should
have Fixity of Tenure while he discharged his legal
•obligations. These were the " Three Fs/' 'much
proclaimed on platforms; and all these objects were
sought progressively by combinations among the
tenantry which often assumed a criminal character.
In the attempt to allay agitation British ministers
made various partial concessions, notably the Disestab-
lishment of the Irish Church, whose adherents were
little more than a tenth of the population. This
concession to the Catholic Irish was welcome also to
those of the middle nation who were Nonconformists,
The demand for rent-fixing tribunals was also not
disapproved by the Ulster tenant farmers, though
the methods by which the demand was pressed were
denounced among them. Essentially, however, tenant
right meant one thing in Ulster and another outside
Ulster, It was justice for tenants in Ulster; it was
  


